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In this paper our main goal is to establish a “fundamental theorem of 
algebra” for monosplines having multiple knots and satisfying boundary 
conditions and to show the existence and uniqueness of multiple node 
Gaussian quadrature formulas for classes of splines where linear boundary 
functionals are included in the formulas. 
The known results on the “fundamental theorem” are due to the follow- 
ing individuals. For simple knots and multiple zeros, the results were 
proven by Karlin and Schumaker [4]. In the multiple knot and simple 
zero setting Micchelli [9] established the results. For multiple knots and 
multiple zeros the theorems were developed by Barrar and Loeb [ 11. For 
the simple knot, multiple zero, and the boundary condition case the results 
were derived by Karlin and Micchelli [IS]. 
With respect to the quadrature formulas the principal investigators were 
Karlin [3], Karlin and Pinkus [7], Melkman [8], Michelli and Pinkus 
[lo], and Karlin and Micchelli [S]. They developed the simple node case. 
Our point of departure is the paper of Micchelli and Pinkus. They 
exhibited the duality properties of the monospline and quadrature 
problems. Using this linkage and the topological methods developed in [l] 
we will establish similar results for multinle nodes and multiple zeros. 
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II. QUADRATURE PROBLEM 
The basic question can be phrased in the following way. Given r fixed 
knots O<t, < . . . < r, < 1 and the positive integer n. 
Consider the linear family, S, of spline functions of the form: 
where {a,, h,} are allowed to vary and @,,(x,<)= (x- l);-‘. Then for a 
given set of odd positive integers {rn;):= ,with R = max { m,) d n - 2 and a 
set of k linear functionals {Cj( .)}k=, of the variety 
n ~ I 
C,(f) = 1 4,f”‘(O) (i’ 1, . . . . p) 
/=n 
c;+,m = “f B,f”‘( 1) (i’ 1, . ..) q) 
/=O 
with k = p + q and n + r = k + C;= 1 (mi + 1 ), we seek a quadrature formula 
of the type 
withO<y,<y,<...<,<l,sothat 
for all UE S. The boundary problem associated with the functionals 
exhibited above is called a separable problem. Following Karlin [3], 
Karlin, Micchelli [S], Karlin, Pinkus [7], and Melkman [IS], we impose a 
set of basic assumptions on our boundary functionals. Let m = n + r-k. 
BASIC HYPOTHESIS. (a) 0~ p, q<a 
b) There exist {i, , . . . . i,},{j,, . ... j,,} E (0, 1, . . . . n - 1) satisfying 
M,,-, + m 3 v, v =m + 1, . . . . n, where M, counts the number of terms in 
{i,, .. . . i,, ji, . . . . j,} less than or equal to v and 
92 
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(c) If m is replaced by m + 1, then for all 
satisfying (b), 
{iI> ...> ip), {jl, .. . . j,} 
is of one fixed sign. 
is the determinant formed from the p rows of a and the columns {i, ,. . . . ip} 
of A. 
III. THE TOTAL POSITIVITY OF S(C) 
Let ui(x) = xi ’ (i= 1, . . . . n) and ui+Jx)= @Jx, rj) (i= 1, . . . . Y). Define 
S(c)= (as: C,(u)=O, i= 1, . . . . k} 
and 
( 
~ ~I,-,L~ Yl>-tY/-s 
c 1 > ..., c , x,, . . . . X,-k > 
C,(u,,) . . C,(u,,) 4,(x,) “’ %,(X,-k) 
C,(uJ ” c,cu,., ui,(xl) ..’ ‘i,tx/-k) 
= C,(@,(., Y,) .” C,(@,(., Yl)) @JXI> Y,) ... @,bLk>Y,) 
C,(@,( ., Y,&,)) ” C,(@,(., Y,-.A) &, > Y,-J ‘.. L(X,-k~ Y,-.T) 
for integers (ij: 1<ij<n+r)Tzl, O<y,< . . . < ylP,<l, and O<x,< ... < 
xIek < 1. When some of the x,‘s are equal, the usual definition involving 
derivatives [2] is employed with the restriction that at most n - 1 x’s can 
coincide. 
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In [lo] (Section 3 and Theorem 3.1) it was noted that under the Basic 
Hypothesis there exist integers, 1< i, < i, -=z .. . < ik < n + r, so that 
(1) 
Following [lo], the collection of functions 
(2) 
with {i’,, . ... iLclek } the ordered set which is complementary to (ii, .. . . ik} 
in { 1, . . . . n + Y}, forms a basis for S(C) (see Theorem 1). Then for each set, 
o<x, < ..’ <X,l+,pk < 1, by Sylvester’s determinant lemma, [Z], 
u,(-‘cl) ... u,(x,+,-k) 
V ,I+r-k(xI) ... L..kh-k) 
(3) 
Further the result is valid if we allow some of the xi)s to coincide using the 
appropriate derivatives in the formulas. Thus if one can show for some 
fixed (T= *I and all O<x,<x,< . . . <x,+._~< 1, 
I, . .) n+r 
au 
C,,-r Ck,Xlr~..,-%+,-k > 
20 
then the {v~};~;~” form a weak Tchebycheff system, i.e., for all sets 
o<x, < .” <x,+,-k < 1, (3) does not change sign. Indeed Melkman [S] 
proved: 
THEOREM 1. Let the conditions of the Basic Hypothesis be satisfied. If 
n+r=k+m. then 
(4) 
for all 0 -c x, d x2 -c . . . < x, < 1, where at most n of the xys coincide. Here 
u = f l is fixed independent of all choices of the xi)s. Moreover, strict 
inequality prevails in (4) iff 
t,+.-,<x,<5,+p; I* = 1, . . . . m. 
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Define the convexity cone K( S( C)) by 
v,(t,) - Ul(fn+r.-k+lj 
nfr-k(tl) ... L--k(L-k+l) 
Y-0,) ..’ f(t,+r k+l) 
30 I 
Consider @Jx, y) for any y E (0, 1) and let 
jy(+ u( ilT .‘.’ ik, 1’). 
c,, . . Ck, t
By (3) (4) and the Basic Hypothesis condition (c), (af,.)~K(S(c)) for 
some cr= _+l. 
LEMMA 1. For each set 0 < x1 d x2 d . . d x, < 1 (with the usual 
restriction on the number of equal ~1s) there exist points 0~ y, < . . < 
y, < 1 so that 
u 11, .“, 
(. 
ik, yl, . . . . ym 
c, , . . . . C,) x, ) . ..) x, 1 
f 0, 
where 
Proof: By (1) the result is valid for m = 0; so assume it is true for m > 0. 
To simplify the notation we let the x:s be distinct. Then for YE (0, I), 
u il, . . . . ik, 1’19 ‘.‘> Y,> y 
C 1, ..., ck, xl, ...Y x,, x,+1 > 
= d,Cj(@,( ., y)) + jJ ei(Xi-y)‘;- ' +4x,+, -y)",- ' (5) 
i=p+l i= I 
for some numbers di, ei, e, where by induction e # 0. Note that 
H-l 
C,(@“(.,y))= 1 Bi-nj(n(ll~~)t(l-Y)~-l~i (i’ p + 1, . ..) k). 
/=0 
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Clearly then in (0, 1) (x, + 1 - y)“; ’ is not in the linear span of the remain- 
ing functions. The result follows. 1 
LEMMA 2. For each set: 0 < x1 < . . . < x, < 1, and the given odd mul- 
tiplicities mi (i = 1, . . . . s) (where recall that mi < n - 2), there exists points 
o<y,< ... < y, < 1 so that 
(6) 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1 there is a set 0 < y, < . . < y, < 1, so that 
(7) 
By (3), the determinants in (6) and (7) differ by a non-zero factor. 1 
IV. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
To proceed we add the following assumption to Lemma 2 in [ 11: For 
some 0 < p, < . . < % < 1, the determinant D(r, ,..., rS) # 0. This will insure 
that C, is bounded in equation (3) of [ 11. This assumption is met in all 
applications of this lemma in [ 1 ] and in the present paper. We say that 
S(C) satisfies the “cone condition” if for each set 0 < x1 < . . . < x, < 1 there 
is a collection {fi}y= 1c K(S(C)) so that 
* .fiT...,frn zo. 
( > XI 7 ..., x, 
With this proviso the main theorem of [l] phrased in the notation of 
this paper is: 
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THEOREM 2. Zf S(C) satisfies the “cone condition” then there is a unique 
quadrature formula of the form 
Qo( f) = i mF ’ ad “)(x,), 
r=l j=O 
(8) 
with the properties: Qo(ui) = 1; ui(x) d x, i = 1, . . . . m. Further the desired for- 
mulahas thefeatures:O<x,< ... <x,<l anda,,,, ,>O (i=l,...,s). 
For any u E S let 
(9) 
Noting that f, E S(C), it follows from (9), Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 that 
there is exactly one quadrature formula of the type 
Q(f)= i b,C,(f)+ i m~la,,f.(i’(xi), 
i=l ;=l j-0 
(10) 
with the property, 
Q(u)=Judx VUES. (11) 
It is given by the expression 
Q(f)= i dp’(ej-bj)Cj(f)+Qo(f), 
j=l 
where if ai is the cofactor of C,(f) on the right-hand side of (9), 
ej = Qo(aj( * )I, 
!I,= I1 a,(t) dt, 
j= 1, . . . . k 
” 
and Q. is the quadrature formula of Theorem 2. So in summary, 
(12) 
THEOREM 3. The is exactly one formula, Q(f) of the form (10) with the 
property (11). It is given by (12). 
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In this section we consider the existence question for C[O, l] (i.e., we
require only that mi 6 n - 1). The analysis of [ 1 ] can be readily modified 
to establish the desired result. We sketch the proof. 
For any f E CIO, 1 ] and any E > 0, let 
i.e., T, f is the Gaussian transform off: 
Then as noted in [l] it is known, [6, 1 I], that there exists a unique 
quadrature formula of the form (8), Q,(j), with knots: 
O<X,(E)< ‘.. <X,(&)<l, 
so that QJu) = j; v dx for all 
UES,(C) := {TEw: w&?(C)). 
Then by going to a subsequence one can assume limzl, xi(a) =x,, where 
06x, < ... <x,~< 1. As in [l]: 
LEMMA 3. The limit nodes satisfy 0 < x, < . . . <x, < 1 
For these limit nodes and v E S(C), let 
I? = (v(x,), . ..) zP-‘)(XI), u(x,), . ..) dms-‘- “(X,_,), u(x,), . ..) u’““-1’(x,)) 
and form the m x (m-s) matrix, 
where {v,, . . . . u,} is a basis for S(C) (see (2)). 
A direct application of the techniques of [ 1 ] is: 
LEMMA 4. The columns of M are linearly independent. 
Using a standard compactness argument based on Lemma 4, and the 
convergence properties of the Gaussian transform yields the fact that coef- 
ficients of the quadrature formulas are uniformly bounded for 0 <E <so. 
Thus by going to another subsequence one can be assured that each 
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coefficient U&E) + ati as E JO. Again by the convergence properties of the 
transform: 
for all u E S(C). Applying ( 12) yields a formula which is exact for S. 
The results can be easily extended to the setting where 
n- I I cl-1 
s= 1 c&x’+ 1 1 b,$D,(x,i’) 
i 
: 
i=O ,=I /=o 5 = 5, 
o<t*< ..’ <5,<1; 
the positive integers {di} f = , are fixed . 
Setting D = max I <,<, di, we have with r = cf=, di: . . 
THEOREM 4. Under the Basic Hypothesis if D + R Gn, then there is a 
quadrature formula Q(u) which is exact for S; that is, u E S * 
Q(u) = j,’ u dx. 
If in addition, D + R <n - 1, then Q is unique. Further these results extend 
to Tchebycheffin splines [4]. 
V. FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF ALGEBRA FOR MONOSPLINES 
WITH MULTIPLE KNOTS WHICH SATISFY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Consider the set of linear functionals of the form 
II-  
G;(f) = c K,f”‘(O)> i= 1, . . . . p 
j=O 
n-l 
G,+,(f) = 1 F,f”‘(l), i=l 2 ‘..9 43
,=o 
wherep+q=2n-k. 
We examine all monosplines of the type 
n-1 
M(x)=x”+ 1 a,x’+ i F’ a;jg @,(X, Y)l,=,,, (13) 
,=o ,=I j=O 
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with 0 < y, < ... < y, < 1, which satisfy the boundary conditions: 
G,(M) = 0, i= 1, . . . . 2n-k. (14) 
Let m=C;=, (m,+ 1) and r=k+m-n. We assume that 
(a) O<p, q<n; 
(b) There exists {i,, .. . . i,), {jl, . . . . j,} G (0, 1, . . . . n - 1 > satisfying 
A4 ,,-, +rBv, v=r+ 1, . . . . n, and 
with 
~‘=((-l)‘+“+‘Eij)~~,,l=d 
F= (Fli)y= ,, &’ ; 
(c) For all {il, .. . . i,} {j,, . . . . j,} satisfying (c), 
is of one sign for “r” replaced by “r + 1.” 
Further, consider a collection of positive integers {d,}i= ,, where D = 
max{d,}, with r=CiEl dj and fixed points, O<<,< ... <tr< 1. 
THEOREM 5. Zf D + R d n, and G satisjks (15)(at(d) for both ‘7” and 
“r + 1” then there is a monospline M* of the form (13) satisfying 
G;(M*) = 0, i= 1 , . . . . 2n - k 
M*"'(~j) = 0, i= 0, 1, . ..) dj- l,j= 1, . . . . t. 
(16) 
Zf in addition D + R < n - 1, M* is unique. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 4 and the duality 
result of [ 10, Theorem 4.11 involving monosplines and quadrature for- 
mulas. 
Remarks. Theorem 5 is an extension of the Fundamental Theorem of 
Algebra for Monosplines [ 1, 4, 5,9, lo]. It follows directly from the duality 
principle that any monospline, A4, of the type (13) which satisfies our basic 
boundary conditions, G,(M) = 0, i = 1, . . . . 2n - k, has at most r zeros in 
(0, 1). 
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Consider the boundary linear functionals of the variety: 
n-l n-1 
C,(f) = 1 q”‘(0) + c B,f”‘( 1 ), i = 1, . . . . k. (17) 
/=O /=O 
Then let 
and C be the k x 2n matrix of the form C= (A, B). If 
rank C = rank A + rank B (18) 
then the linear functionals can be written in “separable form” without 
changing its determinant properties. A similar situation holds for 
monosplines. 
All of the separable xamples of [lo] satisfy our basic hypothesis. 
VI. NON-SEPARABLE PROBLEM 
Noting the last remarks of the previous section, we call linear functionals 
of the type depicted in (17) non-separable iff Eq. (18) is violated. Consider 
the (k x 2~2) matrix, 
c= {c,}p,,,j:;‘, 
where 
i= 1, . . . . k, j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1 
i= 1, . . . . k, j = n, . . . . 2n - 1 
We assume that C satisfies: 
BASIC HYPOTHESIS. (i) 0 <k < min{2n, n + r}. 
(ii) There exist {i,, .. . . i,, j,, . . . . j,- ,} E 0, 1, . . . . 2n - 1 }, where 
O<i,< . ..<i.<n-l<j,< ... <j,-,<2n-1, satisfying M,-,+m>v, 
v=m+ l,..., n  where M, is the number of terms in {il, . . . . i,, 
2n - 1 -j,, . . . . 2n - 1 -j,-,} less than or equal to v and 
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(iii) For all {i,, .. . . i,, j,, . . . . j,_,} satitfying (ii), 
c ( 1, i,, ;..i' j"_, +o' II,-., 2 2 > 
is of one fixed sign. 
(iv) When replacing “8’ by “r + 1” in the definition of the matrix C, 
(iii) is valid with “m” replaced by “m + 1.” 
Using the techniques of the previous sections it can be easily shown that 
the theorems for the separable case are also valid for the non-separable 
case. 
An example where the Basic Hypothesis is valid is given by the class of 
matrices of the type: 
m 
c=(el,o, . . . . o,e2, . . . . ek-,,,,ek-.m+l, . . . . ek, 
(-1)2me,,_,,P, ,..., (-l)“-‘e,,(-l”e,,O ,..., 0). 
m+l 
Here k = n and n > 2m + 1 and (e,, . . . . ek) is the natural basis for Rk. 
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